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 Toselli also provides step-by-step instructions for manicures and pedicures, including water
manicures, hot essential oil manicures and paraffin wax techniques. Detailed guidelines and
color photos cover: Equipment and tools, including solvents and adhesives Nail guidelines,
wraps, acrylic nails and gels French manicures, nail artwork gems, gold leaf, airbrushing and
stencils Nail and hand structure Nail disorders, circumstances and diseases, including brittle
fingernails, hangnails, white areas and fungal infections Pores and skin conditions and joint
problems, such as eczema, warts and arthritis. This comprehensive guide covers from basic at-
house nail care and the history of nail polish to how to create a salon and get better at
advanced methods. Leigh Toselli provides expert guidance for both novices and professional
professionals. The care and creation of professional-looking fingernails is usually big
business.The indispensable guide to nails suitable for every level of skill. She also includes
info on hazards and precautions as well as massage tips. Complemented by more than 500
inspiring color photographs, Pro Nail Care may be the complete instruction to nail care.
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Great book for experts and beginners. I am a licensed nail technician and this book is very
readable and understand, directions are simple and terminology and pictures are the bonus.
and manicure. Display about massage, and nail art for ft and hands. Must have reference This
is a very informative and well put together book.. More Nails I'm brushing up on my skill as a
manicurist, considering items have changed in 30 years! I'm considering starting a nail golf
club (for junior and senior high school young ladies) at the local library and this book will
definitely be among my main resources for teaching. Good publication. This is an excellent
book and I am keeping it forever and ever! The nail artwork designs section may be the
candles on the cake, per say. I'm happy I choose to buy this great little publication. Being spiral
bound it is possible to lay it down next to you and follow alongside no problems. Of course
that certain was like $100. I will for sure be keeping this one!! Excellent book worth the amount
of money. This book will be helpful when I take the nail tech class. It's nearly like textbook that
they might use in school. This book lets you know everything from the instruments to use to
the illnesses to the anatomy to the basic mani and pedi. It even shows you how to do wraps
and arcrylic nails with the design. I love this book it has so much information in it.. Complete
book.!! Great reserve, I would recommend it. Wonderful Book for a Beginner Very step by step
with full explanations and product tips. Just okay It's okay, pretty simple. Two Stars It’s alright.
Great Great Perfect for all nail lovers!!! I had a reserve almost EXACTLY like this when I visited
cosmetology school! Crystal clear and lots of close up pictures accompany easy to
understand instructions. Love it. It's an A++++++++. Wish I'd have knooooown! I love this one
better, it leaves out all of the stuff that is pointless. Five Stars Clear descriptions on the subject
of nails, nail care. I love that it reminded me of some issues and gave me tips that I got
previously forgotten about!
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